Wtp?
It's really uncommon to find authentic ramen
Now I'd pay anything it cost, but I'm always getting lost
I've tried all kinds of different apps like City Guide and Google Maps

By Jeff Gardner
(where's that soup I read about?!)
(where's that place I read about?)

An ultra-hip new bar in Queens, no sign above the door
(where're those drinks I read about?!)
Take the 7 to Court Square, down an alley, up some stairs
Knock three times and say the password....no one answers. Oh how absurd!
Where's that place I read about? I'm pretty sure I saw it in Time Out
Can anybody help? I think it was reviewed on Yelp!
'sposed to be so damn delicious, hoping that it's not fictitious
Where's that place? Can you show me? Can you show me the way?
A pop-up shop way, way downtown, coolest tees that can be found
I ask, they point me “down that way” but where exactly? They can't say
'Cuz you know it only opened at 10pm yesterday
So I guess I'll take a drive upstate – apple picking with my date
There's winding roads but don't be scared – GPS will get us there!
It's searching for a satellite while the day turns into night.....

(where're those shirts I read about?!)
(where's that place I read about?)
(where's that fruit I read about?)

Where's that place I read about? I'm pretty sure I saw it in Time Out
Can anybody help? I think it was reviewed on Yelp!
'sposed to be so damn delicious, hoping that it's not fictitious....
Oh, so many times....can you feel it?Can you feel it?CAN YOU FEEL IT? HERE COMES MY BREAKDOWN!
When I was born I had an infection, now I have no sense of direction
Left and right and left again – dammit there's another dead-end
Avenues and roads and drives, how do folks in Queens survive?
Getting blisters on my feet, just want something good to eat....
So can you show me the way to that place? I just can't figure it out...
4th avenue? Where's that? Is it Manhattan or Brooklyn? 'Cuz you know I don't go to Brooklyn, it's too hip for me....
Wtp.....

